Video Surveillance
for Law Enforcement

We offer product and system solutions especially tailored to
the specific requirements of government security agencies and
organizations involved in the fight against crime and terrorism:
Enforcement Video Surveillance Management System
 Law
Facial
software and system
 Numberrecognition
plate
recognition
 Black-Box Media Recorder
 Vehicle driver recognition
 VCA Video Analytics
 Video Analytics As-a-Service
 Video Recorders

 MULTIEYE NEXT Video Management System

Products and System Solutions for Law Enforcement
Agencies and other Institutions
The listed artec technologies AG from Diepholz/Germany was founded in 2000 by Thomas
Hoffmann and Ingo Hoffmann. The company develops and produces innovative software and
system solutions for video recording, -monitoring, -editing and -content analysis of video, TV,
radio and streaming sources including their metadata and data from third party systems.
MULTIEYE products are used for video surveillance, -security and -marketing. The XENTAURIX
products are used in the media and broadcasting sector for monitoring, recording, re-streaming,
content analysis, as well as in the areas of media monitoring & surveillance, e-learning, control
centers and situation rooms. Both product platforms are used by law enforcement agencies and
other institutions for various applications.

MULTIEYE Video Management
Software, Recorders and System
Solutions

Our MULTIEYE video surveillance software and system solutions are used for the most diverse
areas of application, e.g. surveillance of retail stores, shopping centres, petrol stations, city centres, car parks, multi-storey car parks, airports, railway stations, production plants and company
premises, museums, banks, logistics centres, as well as a video information system for counting
and analysing people, objects and dwell times, for quality assurance or for environmental and
traffic monitoring.
MULTIEYE recorders and video management software (VMS) can be combined with a variety of
software modules, e.g. for data protection-compliant video surveillance, license plate recognition, recording of data from cash registers, scanners, SPS controls, temperature sensors. The
open software architecture enables a wide range of connection and expansion options for e.g.
access control or building management systems.
In connection with our accessory components, MULTIEYE systems can be realised, expanded
and modernized at any time according to customer specifications. They offer a high degree of
added value and investment security. With our products MULTIEYE 3 and MULTIEYE NEXT, both
the smallest and systems with hundreds or thousands of cameras can be realized at a reasonable price.
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Video surveillance software and recorders
for small to medium sized installations
Our video management software as well as video
recorders have been used successfully for almost

20 years

in

thousands of applications

and for the most diverse uses ...

Video surveillance software and recorders
for small to medium sized installations
MULTIEYE 3 products and system components
are optimally suited for both simple and
demanding tasks, for which a variety of
software, recorders, hardware modules and
accessories are available. MULTIEYE 3 video
systems have proven themselves in thousands
of systems and can be adapted to customerspecific requirements at any time.
Our MULTIEYE 3 video management software
as well as the MULTIEYE 3 video recorders
have been used successfully for almost
20 years in thousands of applications and
for the most diverse uses, e.g.












Retail shops
Shopping centres
Petrol stations
City centres
Parking spaces and car parks
Airports and railway stations
Production facilities and premises
Museums
Law enforcement agencies
Banks

MULTIEYE 3 systems can be combined with a variety of software modules, e.g. for data protection-compliant video surveillance, license plate recognition, for recording data from cash registers,
scanners, PLC controls or temperature sensors. The open software architecture enables a wide
range of connection and expansion options for e.g. access control or building management
systems. In conjunction with our accessory components, MULTIEYE systems can be adapted to
customer-specific requirements and modernised at any time. They offer a high degree of added
value and investment security. With the simple licensing concept and almost unlimited scaling,
MULTIEYE system solutions from 2 to over 100 cameras are possible. For our customers, this
means considerable savings in training, installation, and after-sales service.
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Video surveillance software and server
for medium to large installations
The video management software includes a variety of
functional components to create customized system
solutions.

Video surveillance software and server
for medium to large installations
MULTIEYE NEXT is one of the most powerful and efficient video management systems on the
market. The new software bundles a variety of state-of-the-art technologies. This includes video
analysis on the basis of artificial intelligence for various applications, support of GPU acceleration
in the video servers, audio recording in HiFi quality, mobile clients (Android/iOS) with video live
streaming and intercom, highly encrypted transmission including recording, as well as maximum
reliability through cluster operation.

Customer-specific solutions

The video system always consists of three
basic applications (administration, recording/
analysis, live display), which are seamlessly
integrated and can be distributed to several
servers in the ENTERPRISE version. Even large
installations do not require special software
knowledge or skills. The customer operates the
system via the intuitive user interface locally or
via a remote connection. The system supports
multi-monitor operation as well as a fully automatic video wall display.
The video management software includes a
variety of functional components to create customized system solutions. User authorizations
can be set via several access levels to ensure highest data security. The overall system
ensures highest reliability and data security by
using back-up servers and end-to-end encryption.

Integrated video analysis, AI-based

Recognition of objects, events and behaviour
patterns in videos
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MULTIEYE NEXT uses artificial neural networks
for video analysis. This is an application from
artificial intelligence for the real-time detection,
classification and recognition of objects, events
and behavior patterns in videos. Objects are
being classified

MULTIEYE NEXT systems are highly protected by 256 bit encryption of the video transmission
and recording data. The system also offers audio recording in HiFi quality, allowing the system
to be used for more extensive tasks.

MULTIEYE NEXT
Basic Software Features
















Number of channels can be expanded
at any time, no upper limit
High performance with up to 256 		
video cameras/video encoders
Highest possible redundancy through
failover server
Integrated, AI-based video analysis
for all channels
No client limitation
Auto backup function
Video Wall support
Active Directory support
H.265 support
Encrypted transmission and recording
Smartphone/Tablet App with live 		
streaming function
Real-time clips convertible to
timelapse clips
Audio recording in HiFi quality
License plate recognition optional

MULTIEYE NEXT
ENTERPRISE Edition

is one of the most modern and powerful video
management software in the world, which
allows professional video surveillance systems
with hundreds/thousands of video cameras to
be realized via any number of video servers.
Thanks to new technologies such as Smart
Transmission, Smart Recording or the use of
SMART EDGE technology, this edition guarantees highest system efficiency, operational
reliability and expansion possibilities.









Unlimited number of cameras
and servers
Central system administration
Maximum expansion possibilities
Unlimited client licenses
Supporting tools for large systems
Central upgrades
Up to 256 cameras per server
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MULTIEYE Video Recorders

Our MULTIEYE recorders are characterized by
their high functionality and performance and
are suitable for a wide variety of demanding
video surveillance applications in the commercial and industrial sector. They have a modular
design, can be scaled and modernized and
thus offer a very high degree of investment
security.
Our network and hybrid video recorders
can process image data rates up to 2,800
MPixel/s and are therefore predestined for
applications in connection with megapixel
cameras. The MULTIEYE 3 software currently
supports over 1500 of the most common network cameras and video servers from more
than 110 manufacturers and thus enables
fast and uncomplicated integration. MULTIEYE
video recorders are available in industrial 19″
rack construction with lockable front panel and
as compact devices.

Business

NET-NVR II

GreenWatch NVR

Mobile micro
netzwork video recorder
ME4 ULTRA
Mini network
video recorder
ME10 NVR
Mobile
video recorder
ME16
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MULTIEYE Mobile Observation Case
We offer mobile observation cases for police
indoor and outdoor use with integrated Full
HD IP video recorder with up to 10 channels,
monitor, LTE router with WLAN and external
antenna, power supply via car on-board
power supply, internal battery or 230V~.
The observation case can be integrated into
the LEA video management system through
a MULTIEYE software upgrade.

MULTIEYE Video Server

For large applications we offer a range of video
servers that are designed and produced according to system-specific customer requirements.
The video servers have a very high system
availability through RAID Storage Array, dual
power supply, remote server monitoring etc.
The system availability can be increased even
further by failover video servers, so that in
case of a malfunction, uninterrupted operation
is guaranteed. GPU-based video data processing allows up to 256 video channels to be
processed simultaneously on one server.
Several servers – even in different locations –
can be interconnected to form large systems.
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Control room technology
and display systems
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Our customers want to have the video control
station for larger MULTIEYE video systems
from a single source. For this reason, we also
offer control diamond technology and display
systems. Here we combine – depending on
customer requirements – multiple monitors up
to display video walls with control technology
and hazard and risk management systems.
Here you can get further information »

Law Enforcement Video Surveillance
Management System
The MULTIEYE LEA Video Management System is a complete video surveillance platform,
specially developed for police, intelligent forces, special forces and government security organisations, consisting of mobile video recorders with LTE transmission, proxy servers with central
recording, configuration servers with LTE transmission and administration servers as well as
mobile and stationary monitoring stations.
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An outstanding feature of the system is its central equipment management, administration
and application-specific configuration and compilation of mobile recorders, LTE routers, video
cameras and VPN settings via predefined presets. The user rights for live access and subsequent
evaluation of the video data are also centrally administered and remotely configured. This
means that the entire configuration and administration of the systems and monitoring stations
used are initialized remotely at the push of a button. The police forces no longer have to deal
with IP addresses and configuration details of devices and components - they can concentrate
fully on the operation. If the LTE connection is not available, all settings can be locally configured. In order to be able to manage with the available bandwidth even in larger operations with
several live viewers in a limited mobile connection, the control center acts as a proxy for all
video streams, which thus only have to be called once by the mobile system in use, regardless
of the number of viewers.
Complete application scenarios can be covered with our system. Equipment requirements and
operations can be planned in advance via the clearly web pages layout. At the same time, an
overview of all deployments with the associated records is possible via the website, whereby
access to the recorded data is logged. In addition there is the possibility to integrate further
software and hardware modules and tools from MULTIEYE, such as IO Server, license plate and
face recognition, VCA video analysis.
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The MULTIEYE LEA Video Management System
includes the following outstanding features:











Access management and logging of 		
event-related records
Inventory management of used
cameras and recorders and web-based
recorder pre configuration
Proxy server for mobile connected 		
recorders (only one stream despite 		
multiple viewers)
Central storage server as recording 		
buffer and archive
User administration with and without
Active Directory connection
Remote control of all processes
including recording type and duration
High availability and reliability through
redundant servers and transmission 		
connections
Highly encrypted transmission via
special routers and firewalls over VPN
networks
Existing MULTIEYE video recorders can
be used in thr Management Sytem at
any time by upgrading the software

Presently the LEA Management
System is only available in German
language.
The system will be available
with in international languages
at end of 2020.
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Undercover Surveillance Spyphones

We distribute and support modified spyphones
which are compatible with MULTIEYE systems.
The front-facing camera on the Galaxy and
Xiamio smartphones has been moved to the
top edge of the smartphone. This modification
allows forward video recording and streaming
when the device is held horizontally. The
hidden Pinhole is so small that the modification
is not noticeable. The smartphone contains a
modified kernel and custom-built OS increase
spyphones’ performance. Video recording,
livestreaming and configuration can be
triggered by SMS commands.

The spyphones are capable of streaming live
audio, video, or both over 3G/LTE/ WiFi/ VPN/
Private APN networks. It also provides the
functionality for watching and managing
live video stream on other spyphones in the
same wireless network. GPS data can be
stamped or to be used for map tracking
within the centralized MULTIEYE NEXT Video
Management system.

The spyphones can be
operated with external
mini USB camera.
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MULTIEYE Facial Recognition Software and Systems

This is a high performance software for ultra
fast real-time face recognition of multiple
faces. The software is operated on a separate
server. The server communicates via network
with the MULTIEYE system. Databases for
1,000 to 10 million biometric facial profiles
(subjects) are available to identify faces.
MULTIEYE-Face is also available as a stand-alone system, notebook-based, desktop version or
19“ server version. MULTIEYE-Face is predestined for use in highly frequented environments
such as airports, border crossings, railway
stations, subway and metro stations, terminals,
shopping centres, stadiums and in the LEA
area.

Live operation with up to four high-resolution
4k IP video cameras and a frame rate of up to
60 fps our MULTIEYE Face recognition system
detects a multitude of faces simultaneously.
MULTIEYE Face can be used in highly frequented environments such as airports, border crossings, railway stations, underground/railway
stations, terminals, shopping malls, stadiums,
major events and is also used as verification
tool for access control systems and other security installations. With MULTIEYE Face you
can processes entire video archives at up to 12
times the speed as recorded while you search
for multiple targets. MULTIEYE Face is available
as a stand-alone system as a notebook, desktop or 19“ rackmount.

MULTIEYE Face can be used in highly frequented environments and is also used
as verification tool for access control systems or other security installations.
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MULTIEYE Automatic Number Plate Recognition

Our MULTIEYE ANPR license plate recognition
complete packages are available in different
versions for 1 to 2 lanes and driving directions.
These consist of a MULTIEYE GreenWatch
4-channel network video recorder with installed
ANPR software module Gate or Traffic, Bullet IP
video camera(s) with IR and motor zoom, PoE
power supply, 23“ monitor, EX-IO Sever and
remote commissioning support by artec factory
technicians. In addition to automatic license
plate recognition, the entry and exit process
is also recorded. Depending on the complete
package, up to 3 additional IP video cameras
can be operated on the GreenWatch Recorder.

MULTIEYE Automatic Number
Plate Recognition software
modules Gate and Traffic

MULTIEYE ANPR Gate

The MULTIEYE Gate system
recognizes and stores the
license plates of incoming and
outgoing vehicles as well as
the video images. The license plates can be compared
with a „Black & White list“ for
time-controlled access control.
Barriers, gates, signal lights
can be controlled via the EXIO module. The license plate
information is stored in an
encrypted database and can
be analyzed with the standard
evaluation tool.

MULTIEYE ANPR Traffic

In addition to Gate, the
MULTIEYE Traffic System includes a premium evaluation tool
with versatile filter functions.
In contrast to Gate, the license
plate information is stored in
an SQL database, which is
accessible for customer-specific applications and further
processing.
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MULTIEYE car passenger face visualization
and recognition system VPFLR
For investigative reasons, real-time recognition
of the face of vehicle’s driver in cars, vans,
trucks, etc. in moving traffic, especially of the
driver and front passenger as well as simultaneous license plate recognition is of great
importance. The mobile system can be used
e.g. on roads, highways, entrances/exits,
border crossings, temporarily or in 24/7 operation. The system can also be used as a driver‘s
certificate for traffic offenses (e.g. distance
measurement). Depending on the system configuration and distance to vehicle the co-driver
can be recognized as well.
If faces and/or license plates are detected,
automatic transmission to control centres via
secure transmission lines is possible.
With conventional video technology, faces in
the vehicle can hardly be recognized. Light
reflections on the windscreen, unfavourable
street lighting, tinted vehicle windows and, last
but not least, poor visibility due to bad weather
conditions, make recognizing faces of vehicle
passengers very difficult. The use of conventional IR illuminators shows limited improvement.
Speed camera and distance control systems
cannot meet the high demands for reliable face
recognition.
The use of special technology is required in
order to capture the faces of people in vehicles
in such a qualitative way that biometric facial
profiles can be created and compared with
stored profile data.
In cooperation with a German manufacturer of
laser illuminators, artec technologies AG has
developed such a special system. It employs
a combination of a NIR sensitive CMOS video
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camera with narrow bandwidth interference filter, Eye-save powerful laser-based illuminators,
process electronics with image processing,
monitoring and recording system and an evaluation system with integrated face and license
plate recognition software. Design made for
24h daylight-independent operation.
If the system finds a match, it triggers audiovisual warnings with the vehicle being displayed on a monitor along with its car registration
number, faces of passengers and stored
comparative data. The video recorder records
all data in real time, so that the recordings can
be analyzed afterwards.

For small ranges (up to 30m) we use special infrared illuminators and day/night video cameras.
This has the advantage that the cameras provide
colour videos and images during the day and the
system is cheaper. However, an automatic face
recognition is not usable.

MULTIEYE VCA Video Analytics
Our VCA Video Analytics Modules
are mainly used for:








Monitoring and analysis of security 		
controlled areas in airports, railway 		
stations, public buildings, public
places, etc.
Entrance control of persons or vehicle
into secured areas
Counting of persons and objects
Detection of abandoned or left
objects.
Search for missing/lost objects
and items.
Recognition of abnormal behavior 		
change in persons/groups







Identification of upcoming turmoil
Traffic surveillance: speed
measurement, driving in wrong 		
direction, counting of vehicles/persons,
detection of broken down cars
Detection of smoke
Queue management
Customer counting: Analysis of
customer frequency and the creation
of movement profiles enables a better
use of the sales area
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„Recognize - Analyze - React“

The utilizability and performance of the
MULTIEYE video systems are massively increades by the broad range of MULTIEYE VCA
Video Analytics Modules. Its precise technology allows its users to recognize, analyze
and react very quickly. This makes MULTIEYE
a highly effective modular monitoring and
recording system for security and business
intelligence applications and offers unequaled
opportunities.

Event-related alarm

MULTIEYE systems with VCA Video Analytics
increase the security staff‘s productivity by
targeted event-related alarm. The system
minimizes false alarms and reduces information
transfer data. Furthermore the video analytics
system recognizes and signals then threshold
values are exceeded or not reached. With 27
different analytics functions you will find the
right tool which meets your needs. Application-specific packages for monitoring of traffic,
cash machines/ATMs, object tracking and more
available.
In addition to the individual modules we offer
application-specific packages consisting of a
combination of tools, e.g. for car park and traffic
surveillance, object tracking, ATM/cash machine
monitoring and other special monitoring requirements.
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TV, Radio, Video , Social Media Streams,
Recording and Content Analyzing System
Under the brand name XENTAURIX, we develop and
distribute state-of-the-art Media & Broadcast Recording
and Content Analysis Systems that support and
automate your work processes.

Multifunctional Media and Broadcast Recording
and Content Analysis Systems
With the XENTAURIX Media and Broadcast Logger (XBL) System, TV, radio and Web-TV stations can be recorded, called up, replayed and analyzed via network or the internet. Multiscreen
allows you to view the recordings and the playback of multiple channels directly and to compare
quick and competent. In addition to video and audio tracks, the system also stores metadata
such as EPG, subtitles, speech-recognition texts, as-run logs, bookmarks, and TV quotas. With
just a few clicks of the mouse, the entries can be called up through key words, the calendar or
turbo fast-forward or rewind and then directly played back, edited, commented, and stored as
clips.

Multiscreen Support

In the multi viewer mode, a number of broadcast stations can side by side simultaneously
either be shown live or played back. Our Multiscreen Support helps you and makes operation
easy to handle. In combination with the TV
rating module, the system allows you to analyze the effects of advertisements and programme sequences in relation to the programme
content that is displayed in parallel.
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Selectable number of channels
and duration of storage

Depending on the number of channels, quality,
and memory capacity, broadcasts can be
selected and stored for months or even years.
At the same time, the system can record on
ring storage in the 24/7 mode or through
the timer. Video and audio quality can be set
individually – the system also masters HD and
contains signal inputs such as DVB-S, C, T, ASI,
analog, SDI, RGB, FM/AM and IP for recording
streams (WMV and H.264).

Video Wall Support

With the X-Multiscreen module you can extend
the XENTAURIX system to a video wall system.
Live TV, radio and video streams are displayed
on one or more LED monitors. The mosaic size
and positioning of the channels and the multi
viewer layout are individually configurable
for each monitor. The multiscreen layouts are
saved as favorites, which can be used to recall
up different display variants. Each monitor
requires a Mini PC with Vesa mount, which is
included. Up to 26 HD channels can be displayed per LED monitor with up to 8 audio bars
per channel, channel name, time/date
(local + GMT). Video/audio signal losses are
signaled visually as well as acoustically. The
number of monitors that can be combined to
form a video wall is virtually.

Up to 26 HD channels can be
displayed per LED monitor with
up to 8 audio bars per channel,
channel name, time/date (local
+ GMT).
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XENTAURIX Evidence Recorder for monitoring
and detecting events and activities
The XENTAURIX Evidence Recorder is used to
monitor and detect/verify events and activities.
The recorder is excellently suited as part of the
video technology of security agencies as well
as for prosecution/law enforcement in general.
It processes audiovisual signals from various
sources such as:





The XentauriX Evidence Recorder
is the perfect debriefing recorder:
it is designed for analysing and
documentation of practice courses,
trainings and workshops.






Video cameras
Microphones,
Audio from radiophony, telephone,
Video Livestreams from social
networks, e.g. YouTube, Facebook etc.
Monitor screens
Web pages
TV and Radio
Metadata such as subtitles, program
information, bookmarks or data from
third-party systems.

The recorder streams and saves all signals
(data) synchronously in real time. Events can
be marked automatically or manually while
recording is delayed or recalled as VoD
(VoD = Video on Demand). The system
architecture allows system sizes from a few
to hundreds of channels.
Monitoring and support for a safe workflow in
work processes and at events. The Evidence
Recorder supports you and monitors securely.
You can use the device for the transmission,
recording and analysis of work processes,
operations, events, training programs and
monitoring measures. The media recorder
records all audiovisual content and metadata
in real time in HD video and Hi-Fi audio quality
with maximum operational reliability.
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Use and application in:
 Control centers
 Command centers
 Monitoring centers
 Authorities
 Companies and factories
 Training centers
 Events, congresses
 Centers for Simulator Training
Benefits
 Multi-channel, multi-source, multi-		
cross recording and monitoring
system, expandable and capable for 		
modernization at any time
 Highly redundant with failback
function
 Processing of various signal sources 		
such as video cameras (IP, HD-SDI, 		
analog); Line, telephone calls, micro		
phones, radio (analog, IP); monitor 		
screens via VGA/DVI/HDMI splitter, 		
encoder, or thin-client software; meta
data like marker, bookmarks, keyboard
scripts, speech recognition, data from
third-party systems; TV via DVB, SDI,
ASI, HDMI or IP; Radio via AM/FM
inputs or via DVB/IP/analog
 Recording video and audio in broad		
cast quality







Synchronization with third-party 		
systems is possible, i.e. start/stop, 		
forward and rewind, exercise name 		
and markers via TCP interface
Template-driven recording. Only
signals that are relevant for the
exercise are being recorded
Complete control via an intuitive touch
control surface (favorites/layout
changes, headset and Hotspot selec-		
tion with the swipe of a finger)
Infrared and white light lighting and 		
video cameras are automatically 		
adjusted to the respective light and 		
practice situation
Streaming live pictures and recordings
is possible on all popular mobile
devices
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Since the year 2000, we have been developing
and sellingproducts and system solutions for video
surveillance, video security and videoinformation,
which are used in over 20,000 systems worldwide
under the brand name MULTIEYE. Our specialists
and system integrators design and implement
customized systems of any size and complexity.
Challenge us, we look forward to your inquiries.

artec technologies AG | Mühlenstraße 15-18 | 49356 Diepholz
Tel. +49 5441 59950 | office@artec.de

